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My inquisitiveness didn’t rest after receiving the Koso Rays. I didn’t
know what to expect at that certain time, but transformations started.
Amazed by their power I searched more energies that can help a human
being to get rid of what poisons our lives and minds, and gain more
knowledge of how to improve every aspect of life. The only problem
seemed to be the imposed 3D limits, but I felt that somehow with the
proper knowledge and proper energies we could overcome these
limitations. I kept telling myself that a real seeker should be
continuously improving. I received a lot of energies from which I
compiled some of the most important ones that today comprise the
Sokaisi System. As opposed to Koso Rays and Kofu, which existed
before I received them, this Sokaisi System is a compilation - I gathered
the most important and transformational energies under this name. With
this system I wish to allow my students to learn and experiment with
much stronger and diverse energies that would transform them into real
spiritual beings even in an unfriendly environment like this, and
eventually overcome the poor spiritual quality of Planet Earth.
All these energies are absolutely brand new here on Earth and
obviously have nothing in common with any existing spiritual knowledge
from Earth, but you have already learned that from the Koso Rays. They
are absolutely amazing from the very simple reason that they were not
created for humans and until the recent raising of Earth’s frequency
were unable to reach this dimension. It is absolutely true that they
come from The Infinite.
Along with Koso Rays and Kofu, these energies originated in another
dimension where I manifest an infinite existence. My name there is
Kosatoiso and I am speaking here, now. Many who want to know facts
about me and about the providing of these energies must know that I
am the one who brings these energies here, because I am the same one
who keeps them there.
Even if I always recommend to use Higher Guidance in finding out
anything that can concern you, it seems there are people who still
prefer to believe words. Verify me! Verify is the key word! On this planet

the evil ones hide their true intentions behind deceiving words. One of
the tougher lessons in my spiritual life was searching for masters that
can lead me to the Truth. It seems that very few people are aware of
Truth. Of course I learn it in a painful way.
Many of you might ask yourself what is wrong with all this madness
and negativity of today’s world. In fact, all of us choose to be here on
these times, many of us with important roles. This planet Earth is one of
the toughest environments of the entire Universe, parasitised by entities
that drain every energy for their own perpetration. The most important
lesson of all is to master negativity and to raise this environment
frequency. For that you need courage, knowledge and amongst many
others, but not last, the right energies.
Things are going deeper over the last years. The World is divided in
two camps by the entities that control this planet and harvest the
energies of its inhabitants. You never thought about this scenery, but
that doesn’t mean that isn’t already took place for centuries. And
deliberately you was indoctrinated to reject and mock anything that
might lead you to this knowledge. There are literally armies of teachers,
priests, so called scientists or any members of society ready to ridicule
you and even punish on a large scale if you dare to think about this.
And you might ask what can you discover? That we live in a dream-like
fake reality where our soul and energies are constantly drained. Our
attention is deliberately diverted to nonsenses that comprise our lives in
order to distract us from any true spirit. They designed a society of
control built on pyramidal scheme as they are organised. All human
activities are centred around consuming, destruction and pain, because
those entities are originated from the opposition of Infinite and True
Spirit that Archons imposed to everything. The harvesters are dark
malefic entities, and their favourite energies are an easy guess. We are
the production line, forced labour of manufacturing low energies they
are so desperately in need. This explains why evil seems to spread here
easy on all planes.

All archonic things will break down in front of new energies that will fill
this planet. None could avoid this and no one will remain unaffected,

and this will break down the slavery imposed by the controllers of planet
Earth!
We are named initiates. Do not expect to be many, in fact we are just a
few, but quality is above quantity. We are a fraction of the entire world’s
population. Only a few managed to get rid of the archon control.
All the new energies that I bought to this dimension will help this
planet and the new vibrations will wake up more of us. Sokaisi System
will allow those who find the courage to cross borders, to see beyond
and increase their possibilities. Sokaisi System attunements will allow
new energies to work within you and this system is a perfect instrument
to gain more knowledge, explore and expand your consciousness and
help others break this slavery.

These energies require separate attunements that will be performed
by my manifestation in infinity.

1.

SOKAISI - Elixir of Life attunement (a beautiful sparkling
revitalising energy);

2. SOKI - Universe’s Harmony attunement (permanently connects you
to Universal harmony);

3.

MAARBKA - Essence of Life energy attunement (some energy that
humans prove to have in a very small amount);

4.

KOOA - Spring of Youth attunement (revitalises and makes your
body youthful and strong);

5.

KOSOO - Universe Central Sun attunement (connection with
Central Sun energies);

6.

KOKAKOTA – RNA/DNA transformational energy attunement - 3
waves (is a very strong attunement and therefore some headaches
may appear and could last for up to a half of an hour. Due to some
changes in your system, some dizziness might occur at the same
time, but it won’t last long. Please wait until all 3 waves are
installed);

7.

KOVA – Inter-dimensional energies and information attunement
(assuring a better communication through higher dimensions and
allows instant access to desired information that comes intuitively);

8.

KAVA – Intra-cellular energy attunement (brings Light energy
inside every cell to feed them);

9.

KOTA – Cellular regeneration energy attunement (helps
regeneration and revitalisation of cells);

10. KOOKU – Brain holographic attunement (this will progressive lead
brain to full holographic capacity);

11. KOTAKOSA – Multi-dimensional attunement (helps you to see and
hear clearer through all dimensions and allows the spiritual truth to
manifest through);

12. KOKOKO – Energy of the Immortals attunement - 3 waves (very
intense attunement - please wait until you will be hit by all the 3
waves. Is a very strong energy that can cause some light physical

symptoms that won’t last long);

I appended later 2 energies that are missed most on this Planet hoping
you all will use it anytime needed or as a basis of your activity.
Recommendations are to use them plenty from self-development to any
areas!
13.

KADSI – The Essence of Love (sparkling shining energy);

14.

KOOSI – Pure Love

Anyone asking for the Sokaisi System attunements on my behalf will
receive them immediately performed by my manifestation in infinity. No
matter when you will ask for it, now or whenever you want, of course
will take into account only for those asking for it.
The installing process requires better a state of meditation and a mental
affirmation that should be like this: “I am asking to be attuned in […]
attunement and I call now upon me the attunement from Armand until
the process will be completed” The attunement will proceed and will last
usually for about half hour. The installation will last forever, in every
form you will further manifest in existence.
After the attunement the energies will work within the subject but
don’t expect them to perform miracles without your intention. Please
allow some time to get used to those energies and then work them
according to your developmental needs. Just link yourself by opening
portals to these new energies in specific areas of your bodies, cells,
DNA, fields, energetic or spiritual particles and allow them to work as
you intend. Or simply send these energies to any areas you need, until
complete realisation.
You could also ask these energies to concentrate continuously on a
desired subject to do the transformation you need, until the job is done.
These energies have a common characteristic: they are
transformational, but first you have to put them in motion. Using them

you will be led to different choices in your lives, and wherever they
would be be sure they would be more appropriate to spiritual health.

If you feel like you would need more, please check next initiation:
Kofu
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